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I. Statement of the Problem

An interesting problem in the Special Theory of Relativity con
cerns the change in the phase velocity (hereafter referred to as the 
speed.) of light as it enters a transparent medium from a vacuum. Two 
sub-classifications of this situation can be considered s The first is 
the case in which the transparent medium consists of a rigid block of. 
material) the second is that in which the light enters a stream of 
water flowing parallel to the base of a U-shaped tube (it is assumed 
that the velocity of the water is negligible at the ends of the base, 
but increases towards its center) (Fig, 1). The first case can be (and 
has been) developed in a relatively straight-forward manner) but treat
ments of the second case given in the literature seem to be based on 
assumptions which, while leading to results which show excellent agree
ment with experimental data, are not obvious to the reader.

■ In a recent book Synge*1- discusses both eases, starting with 
that of the rigid block of matter of index of refraction n. He first 
sets up a coordinate system 0 in the vacuum, with respect tovwhieh the ' 
beam of light has a speed c, a frequency f and a wavelength w in the 
vacuum, and a speed u%, frequency fq and wavelength Wq in the block.
He then considers a second coordinate system 08, at rest with respect

3-J. 1. Synge, RelativityS The Special Theory, Interseienoe 
Publishers, Inc., 1956, pp. 142-146.

;
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Fig. 1. Coordinate systems for the rigid 
block (above) and the flowing water (below).



to the block, which is moving with a velocity v with respect to 0; in 
the system O' light has a speed u' z c, frequency f1 and wavelength w* 
in vacuum, and speed u£, frequency f| and wavelength w| in the block. 
(This notation will be used in subsequent discussions of the problem of 
the block.) Synge^ develops an expression for u as a function of w to 
terms of the first order in v/c:

u ■ c 4. v(l - 1 - w dn ). (l)
n(w ) n(w)2 n(w)2

He then considers the case of the stream of flowing water, and 
considers the system 0* to be at rest with respect to the portion of
the water which has a speed v in the system 0. At this point he makes
an assumption which seems to have no readily verifiable basis, namely 
that

f . fl (2)

and derives the expressions

q  - f (i - v/q) (3)

and

2Ibid.



the latter is shown to be in agreement with experiment.̂
In the earliest appearance of the subject in the literature, 

Lorentz^ simply states that the expression (3) (in terms of the period 
rather than the frequency) holds; Pauli^ does the same, using wave
length instead of frequency.

Synge^ shows that (3) follows immediately from (2) if both are 
considered only to terms in v/c. It is therefore necessary to consider 
the validity of the expression (2) for the flowing water, to the first 
order in v/c. Expressions for (l) and (4), correct to terms of the 
second order in v/c, will also be obtained.

3lbid.
4h . A. Lorentz, Versuch einer Theorie der Elektrischen und 

Optischen Erscheinungen in Bewegten Korpern, Brill, 1895, p p . 99-101.

% .  Pauli, "Relatisitatstheorie,” Encyklopadie der Math- 
ematischen Wissenschaften, V. XIX, Teubner, 1920, p. 563.
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Fig. 2. Coordinate systems for the development of 
the differential equation.



II. Development of the Differential Equation

Let us approximate the conditions existing in a stream of flow
ing water by considering it to consist of a set of rigid transparent 
blocks, each block traveling in the same direction along a common axis 
with a velocity slightly greater than that of the preceding block, and 
arranged so that a light ray emerging from vacuum would pass through 
each block in the order 1, 2, ..., j, jtl,... Let there be a set of 
coordinate systems 0% such that 0j is fixed with respect to the j'th 
block, let uj£ be the speed of light in the k'th block as measured in 0j 
and fj[ be the corresponding frequency, let v^ be the speed of the k'th 
block with respect to the j'th block and as measured by the j'th ob
server, and let * v^. (Fig. 2 shows several of the blocks with their 
coordinate systems, and the direction of travel of the light.)

Now let us consider the light as it passes out of block k-1 
into block k. Since the k'th observer is traveling away from the k-l'st 
observer, the latter will see a lower frequency for the light in the 
medium k than he will see in the medium k-1; this is the familiar 
Doppler Effect:

The difference between f? and f^-̂  is a result of the different value



obtained by each of the two observers for the time interval marking the 
beginning and ending of any particular wavelength cycle, so that a rela 
tivistic correction factor is required:

f 1 - ( i n 2 j

c'k—1 
k-1 (1 - vk ) [l - (v̂ -1 /c)2!-*. (5)

uk-1k-1

Synge^ has also derived this expression.
At this point, it is possible to develop a rigorous expression 

for the speed of light u for either the rigid block or the flowing 
water. Using the notation of Chapter I, u can be obtained from the

acomposition of velocities formula as

1 4-U^ v/ c2

which holds for both cases; since u| * c/n(w*), where n(w*) is the in
dex of refraction as a function of w*,

7Ibid., 135. 
Glbid.



1 . V/1 1 , V2 /  1______ 1
n(w' ) +  c * n(w')2) ?  n(W')3n(w* ̂  u ŵ

-f- tems of higher order.

This can also be written in terms of frequency as

>

so that (5) may be used for the case of the moving block;

q . f u  - v) d - 4  )-*
c c

= f (i -i) ( 1 + ^ 4 + 2 4 +  •••)
c c2 8 c^

SS f (i —  4- 2 " • • • )>
0 C2

now l/n(f£) can be expanded in a Taylor series about f :
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+ f2 (. V t i 4 _ ...)2 d ^ ( 1 )t  ..
c2 df2' n

' 5 5  f S ' n

where n and its derivatives are to be evaluated at f, so that

n o ^ n n

_  2 f2,dnv2l ,

2 d£n
T  df2

and

1 1 , 1 f dn
i? ” ® n2 5f

, f2 d2n _ 2 f2 ,dn,2 , 2f da] j.
+  - % % 2  3 "  ( W ) T  % 3 d f j T " '  •n df" n-

Inasmuch as w -c/f, then dn/dw dw/df = dn/df = -c/f2 dn/dw, and 
f dn/df z -c/f dn/dw z - w dn/dw, so that the above expression, to terms 
of the first order in v/c, becomes
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This is the same as (l).
To return now to the case of the flowing water, we have

^  = (\  - V i } / (1 - vA - i/c2)

so that

1 - vk'1/u£:i - 1 - —
vk - vk-i

V i (1 - Vk-i/° )

f l - (v?-l /=)2>i .fl . 4 (/k.-Vk-l )2l
L k  j  1  o2 1 - vkVk-i/c J -i

and

= fk—1 k-1 1 - vk - yk-i
^ < x - W i / c2>

1 Vv - V-k-1
1 - vk W c‘ V

«k-l ‘ Jc-1 “ 1 
k-1 k-1



Now let us allow the successive velocity differences, V% - 
to approach a differential value dV; then the subscripts and super
scripts may be dropped, and the higher powers of dV become negligible 
in comparison to the first so that

dV
p  (1) - 1 : - 1u

dV
1 -

_ n dV ,
“ “ c v 2

1 df s - 1 dV _ 
"(fT f 0 1 - (V/c)2 *

Setting U = V/c, the differential equation becomes
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The only restrictions on (6) an# (7) are that the several ex

pansions used in their ierlvatiom he valid, i0 e» that V/c be less than 
unity (which must certainly be the case if the expressions which are 
herein derive# in power series to terms in ?®/c® only are to be valid), 
and that the index of refraction for the material in question have a 
sufficiently smooth variation with frequency as to possess a Taylor . 
series expansion.



III. Solution of the Equation

Let us expand f as a power series in U:

f(U) = aQ i-a-jU -1-a2U2 -f-... . (8)

At U = 0, f = fjy so that the first coefficient is immediately found to 
be a^ = f^; the second coefficient is df/dU evaluated at U * 0, which 
is given by (7) as a^ = .-f^n(f^); a2 = i d2f/dU2 evaluated at U = 0, 
which can be found by differentiating (7) as

d2f _ - n(f) df- f dp df - 2 P f n(f) , 
dU2 l - U2 dU 1 : U2 df dV (1 - U2)2

so that a2 = * j* -n(f^)

= i n(fl) Vn(f^) +  fj- dn(f̂ )/dfj

which can be written in abbreviated form as

B2 c ^ fl n [n fi dn/df]

>

13



in a similar manner, the succeeding coefficients of (8) can be calcu
lated .

Now l/n(f(U)) will be expanded in a Taylor series about U = 0 
and from this l/n^ and l/n^ can be obtained for substitution into (6) 
in order to obtain the exact expression for u/c for the case of the 
flowing water, for comparison with (4):

HTfT = n(a£J T  (alu 1- a2U2 ) f f ^  i(alu

Similarly
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and

Substitution of these results into (6) gives

3. = 1 . ^  5n uo n n2 df
a2 dn . al *2 df f  — C l  dfn

j[n^ df^

n u2 -!- u (1 - n n

"t™ U2 ( -i- - ~ ) ™h ...n3 n

i . i  . ̂  A
^  n 2n2 df2

1 dn , J 0 . . al
- df (a2 + 2 V ” ) ■+ -df

and using the values of the a's obtained above,

3 . 1c n •f-(l - ni f d^n
df2

U2 f

which, to terms of the first order, is the same as (4).



Using the same procedure, the solution may be carried out to as many 
orders in U = V/c as desired.

At this point it is possible to develop an expression corres■ 
ponding to (2). Using the notation of Chapter II, and an expression 
developed by Synge^ for the transformation of frequency,

fk = fk ^ ‘ C1 "
= fl (1 - n U) (1 - U2)~i J 

By (8), however, this is equal to

fl ' fl n U + a2 02 + •" 

mfj" ( 1 - n U + B U 2 +  ...).

Then

fij- . ^  (1 - n U) (1 - U2)-i (1 - n U +  B U2

+

and since

9Ibid.
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(1 - nU +BU2 -T...)*1 . 1 +■ (nU - BU2

-t(nU - BU2 i-...)2 "h... 

r 1 + n U t" (n2 - B) U2 "h ...,

fl = ^  (1 ' nU) (1 D- + nU

-Kn2 - B)U2 

s (i - bu2 +- ...) (i +  iu2 +  ...)

» [i - K i  - B)u2 +•...] . (9)

Thus s to the first order in V z V/o and (2) is correct 
to the first order also, so that Synge’s derivation of (4) is actually 
valid to the first order, although his method would lead to incorrect 
results for the second and higher orders.
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Appendix I. The Open Tube Problem

Let us consider a variation of the flowing water problem, in 
which the base of the U tube is open at one end (Fig. 3). If it is 
assumed that the flowing water has reached its maximum velocity at the 
point where it leaves the tube and does not accelerate thereafter, then 
it is possible to compute f^1, the frequency of the light after it 
crosses the second surface of the jet (the speed of the light must re
turn to a value of c), by using the equations developed above.

The frequency f^ is given in terms of f) by (8):

fk " O' - u +- B U2 +  ...] ;

the physical situation which exists as the light re-enters the vacuum 
is that of the rigid block, however, so that it is possible to use a 
result obtained by Synge^®:

fit . fk z 1 U \jt 
1 " k 1 - U

=  (l - n(fl) U -hBU2 +  ...1 (l + i U

x0Ibld., 1U.
19

Univ. of Arizona Library
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- | u 2 - h . . ^  ( i  +-§u2 . . . )

= f?- (1 - nU-t-BU2 1-...) (1 i-U-F* U2 "h ...)

» 6  (1 - nU 4-BU2 4-0 - nU2 +■ i02 -f- ...)

= [l ■«- (1 - n)U -4- (B - n +i)U2 +..J,

so that the change in frequency of the light after it has passed
through the water is a first-order effect.



Appendix II. Another Development of the 
Moving Block Formula

McCrea-^ develops a formula for the moving block, analogous to 
(l), but which is different from that derived by others. In terms of 
the notation of Chapter I, McCrea uses the composition of velocities 
formula

c/n(w* ) f v _ c , 1 \
= 1 f v/cn(w' ) " n(w') ^  n(wt )2 ^

and an expression which he states is the classical formula for the 
Doppler effect

u{w1 = w(l v/uĵ ) —  z w (l 4-v/cn(w') ) (10)

to obtain

c/n(w') . c [Vn(w) +_ ^ _ y + ...

= c/n(w) - (w v/ n?) dn/dw

^W. H. McCrea, Relativity Physics, Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1957, 
PP. 38-39.

21
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and thus

u z c/n(w) -f v(l - l/n2 - w/n^ dn/dw). (11)

If the third part of (10) were correct, then (11) would follow 
immediately by substitution; however, the third part of (10) certainly 
does not follow from the second, since

u r •*- v + ...,

uj/u = uj_ /(u£-t- v) 4- ... = 1/(1 4- v/u£) -h ...

= 1 - v/uj_ i- ...,

w(l+ ~j“) * w [l - (v/u{)2.J ^

» w [l - (v n(w£)/c)2 J ^  ...;

furthermore, even the second part of (10) is incorrect: Jenkins and
White^-2 give the equation

f]_ * f' (1 t-v/c), and since f^ ■ f, 

f a f’ (l 4- v/c), c/w jpc/w1 (14- v/c ),

12F. A. Jenkins and H. E. White, Fundamentals of Optics, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1950, p. 193.
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w1 * w (1 f  v/o) .

This expression produces1^ (l) rather than (11), so that McCrea’s for
mula is seen to be incorrect.

■^Synge, cit., pp. I44-I46.


